Death and Taxes

This note sets out what tax will apply to your pension after you die. This note applies to payments made on and after 6 April 2016 and none of the changes explained in this note apply to survivor pensions paid from defined benefit schemes.

The Pensions Advisory Service is unable to give individual specific advice and you should seek alternative tax or regulated financial advice.

Summary

What are the main changes from April 2016?

The previous 55% charge that applied to most lump sum death benefits for people with unused defined contribution (DC) pension benefits no longer applies. Changes have also been made to the way in which pension death benefits can be paid. The actual tax treatment will now depend on the age of the person at their death and the form in which benefits are paid. In general, if you die before you reach 75 then your beneficiaries will not pay tax. If you die after age 75 then tax will be payable, at the marginal rate of tax paid by your beneficiary on their income. Similar tax treatment will apply for annuities paid to dependants as well as to recipients of guaranteed annuities.

What about Inheritance Tax (IHT)?

Unless you have cashed in your entire pension, any funds left in your pension fund at death will not usually form part of your estate for IHT purposes. Bear in mind that any assets left (such as cash or savings, even if they were originally part of your pension fund) will be part of your estate for IHT purposes. Notable exceptions to this rule are any pension funds within NEST or an RAC without a discretionary trust arrangement.

Who do these changes affect?

The changes affect anyone who has a DC pension pot. If you use your pension pot to take income (a drawdown policy) and there are funds still left in it, your beneficiaries will benefit from the change. Alternatively, if you use your pension pot to buy an annuity (a lifetime income from an insurance company), there will also be a change in tax treatment for your beneficiaries.
What happens if I die before I reach age 75?

If you die before you reach age 75, anyone who inherits your pension fund will not pay any tax. The beneficiary can choose to take the pension in a variety of ways and the position on each is as follows:

➢ If no money has been taken from the pension fund at the time of death, your beneficiary can take the whole fund tax free. Alternatively, if they take out a drawdown policy or an annuity with the proceeds they will not be taxed on any income received.

➢ If you are in drawdown at the time of death, then your beneficiary can take the remaining money left as a tax-free lump sum. Alternatively, they can continue to draw an income and will not be taxed on income received.

➢ If you had a joint life annuity, then the income your beneficiary receives after you die will not be subject to income tax.

If you die before age 75, any pension proceeds inherited will be tested against the lifetime allowance (LTA) if they have not been tested before. This is the maximum amount that an individual is permitted to save within a pension arrangement without incurring an additional (up to 55%) tax charge. The LTA is currently set at £1,073,100.

What if I have cashed in my pension pot?

If you decide to cash in your pension pot before death, then any funds that you have withdrawn from the pot but have not spent before your death will form part of your estate and may be subject to Inheritance Tax.

What happens if I die before I reach age 75?

The beneficiary can choose to take the pension in a variety of ways and the position on each is as follows:

➢ If no money has been taken from the pension fund at the time of death, your beneficiary will be taxed at their marginal rate on all money received. Alternatively, if they take out a drawdown policy or an annuity with the proceeds they will be taxed on any income received at their marginal tax rate.

➢ If you are in drawdown at the time of death, then your beneficiary can take the remaining money left as a lump sum with a tax charge at their marginal rate. Alternatively, they can continue to draw an income and they will be taxed at their marginal rate on income received.

➢ If you had a joint life annuity, then the income your beneficiary receives after you die will be taxed at their marginal rate.

As there is a test at 75 against the lifetime allowance, there will be no further tests against the lifetime allowance at death.

The changes do not however affect anyone who is currently in receipt of a pension from a defined benefit (DB) scheme. Nor will they affect anyone who had purchased a single life annuity without a guaranteed period. However, the changes will affect dependants’ annuities, i.e. where a surviving partner is due an income on the death of the annuitant, and annuities with a guaranteed period.

What happens if I die after I reach age 75?

The beneficiary can choose to take the pension in a variety of ways and the position on each is as follows:

➢ If no money has been taken from the pension fund at the time of death, your beneficiary will be taxed at their marginal rate on all money received. Alternatively, if they take out a drawdown policy or an annuity with the proceeds they will be taxed on any income received at their marginal tax rate.

➢ If you are in drawdown at the time of death, then your beneficiary can take the remaining money left as a lump sum with a tax charge at their marginal rate. Alternatively, they can continue to draw an income and they will be taxed at their marginal rate on income received.

➢ If you had a joint life annuity, then the income your beneficiary receives after you die will be taxed at their marginal rate.

As there is a test at 75 against the lifetime allowance, there will be no further tests against the lifetime allowance at death.
How do my beneficiaries qualify for this tax treatment?

In order to benefit from the favourable tax treatment, it is necessary to designate funds to a beneficiary within two years of death. In practice, this period of two years starts from the date on which the pension administrator is notified of the death of an individual. This means that if your beneficiary wishes to take the benefits in the form of a lump sum, they need to take the money within two years. However, if they decide to draw down pension, they don’t need to take the first payment within the two years, but they do need to notify the administrator of their intentions to draw an income.

Who can I leave my pension fund to?

Since April 2015, a beneficiary to your pension can be an individual who is any of a dependant, nominee or successor.

How do I nominate the beneficiary for my pension fund?

Many pension schemes will ask you to nominate a beneficiary (often using what is called an Expression of Wish form) so it is important to advise them of who you want to leave your pension to, and to update this if circumstances change. It is up to the discretion of the company or trustees who look after the pension as to who it can be paid to. In some circumstances, where they decide not to pay out the proceeds any funds left will be paid, net of 45% tax charge, to the executors of your estate to distribute (although not as part of the estate for IHT purposes).

What if there is no “expression of wish”?

Nominations can also be made by pension trustees if there is no expression of wish. However, this will always be subject to what is set out in the scheme rules, contract or arrangement. If in doubt, you should explore this issue with your provider, so you are able to understand if there are any restrictions in your current arrangements regarding nominating beneficiaries, so you can transfer elsewhere if need be. It is generally important to do something before it gets to the point of following a will, as this might lead to complications and a possible need to reclaim tax in the future.

When I die, who will receive the dependants’ annuity?

For joint life annuities, the nomination of a dependant is integral to the setting up of the annuity, and will be reflected in the pricing. Therefore, providers will not generally allow nomination of someone else at a later date.
About Us

The Pensions Advisory Service (TPAS) works to make pensions accessible and understandable for everyone. We provide independent and impartial information and guidance about pensions, free of charge, to members of the public.

We help with all pension matters covering workplace, personal and stakeholder schemes and also the State Pension. We answer general questions, help with specific queries and offer guidance for people with complaints about their private pension scheme.

The Pensions Advisory Service is provided by Money & Pensions Service

Contacting us

Pensions Helpline
0800 011 3797
Monday-Friday 9am-5pm

Online enquiry form
www.pensionsadvisoryservice.org.uk/online-enquiry

Web chat live
www.pensionsadvisoryservice.org.uk
8am-6.20pm Monday/Wednesday/Friday
9am-6.20pm Tuesday/Thursday
9am-1pm Saturday

Write to us
Money and Pensions Service
120 Holborn
London
EC1N 2TD

We regret that we are unable to accept visitors at our office. Please note that this guide is for information only and is correct at the time of publication. The Money and Pensions Service cannot be held responsible in law for any opinion expressed, nor should any such opinion be regarded as grounds for legal action.